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UK Healthy Universities Network

The UK Healthy Universities Network has grown from just 6 universities at its first 

meeting in 2006.

It now has representation from:

❑ 86 UK HEIs [17 with ‘executive commitment] – 70 England; 2 Northern 

Ireland; 8 Scotland; 6 Wales

❑ 27 non-UK universities

❑ 32 other UK stakeholder organisations.

Network meetings/thematic learning sessions held 2-4 times each year. 

E-Newsletters, email peer-to-peer ‘info’ exchange’ and updates.

Advisory Group – HEIs / Public Health Agencies/ Higher Education Funding 

Bodies / Universities UK / NUS / Advance HE.

Policy-Focused Summits



Healthy Universities: What?

“A Healthy University adopts a holistic 

understanding of health; takes a 

whole university approach; and 

aspires to create a learning 

environment and organisational culture 

that enhances the health, wellbeing 

and sustainability of its community and 

enables people to achieve their full 

potential.” 

www.healthyuniversities.ac.uk
@HealthyUniNet

http://www.healthyuniversities.ac.uk/


Okanagan Charter for Health Promoting 
Universities & Colleges

“Health Promoting Universities and 

Colleges transform the health and 

sustainability of our current and future 

societies, strengthen communities and 

contribute to the wellbeing of people, 

places and the planet.”

https://open.library.ubc.ca/cIRcle/collections/53926/items/1.0132754

https://open.library.ubc.ca/cIRcle/collections/53926/items/1.0132754


UK Healthy Universities Network

Since Launch in 2010:

54,687 visitors

[47,911: November 2019]

184 countries

[176: November 2019]

www.healthyuniversities.ac.uk
@HealthyUniNet

http://www.healthyuniversities.ac.uk/


Website & Communications: Action 

If we are to keep the website dynamic and up-

to-date, we need from you:

Case Studies [link on home page]

News Items

Likewise, if we are to continue to provide 

newsletters, we need from you [30 November 

2019 deadline]:

Updates

News Items

Features www.healthyuniversities.ac.uk
@HealthyUniNet

http://www.healthyuniversities.ac.uk/


Today’s Meeting

Healthy Universities: A Whole 
Systems Approach to COVID-19 
and Beyond

#UKHUNMeeting
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Healthy Universities: A Whole Systems Approach 
to COVID-19 and Beyond

Return to ‘Old 
Normal’

Build Back 
Better for the 
Wellbeing of 

People, Place & 
Planet



Today’s Programme

10:00 Welcome, Introduction to Day & Network Update  [Mark Dooris/Sue Powell, UKHUN]

10:10 COVID-19: Challenges & Opportunities Going Forward [Lisa Bayliss-Pratt, Coventry University]

10:30 A Whole University Approach to Mental Health During COVID-19 [Leigh Spanner, Student Minds]

10:50 Questions & Answers

11:00 Two-Minute Remembrance Day Silence & Break

11.10 Case Studies – Presentations: 

12:00 Questions & Answers

12:20 Lunch

12.50 Reconvene and Introduction to Workshops

13.00 Workshops – Facilitated Breakout Rooms:

13:50 Break

14:00 COVID Containers & the Whole System: Capsules, Pods & Student Cells [Doug Parkin, Advance-HE]

14.30 Panel Discussion / Questions & Answers 

15.00 Close

#UKHUNMeeting



Today’s Meeting and Learning Event

Use the chat to share your experiences and ask questions – in the Q&A and 

panel discussion sessions, these will – as far as possible – be picked up by 

our ‘chat scanners’ and chairs

In the chat and in the breakout rooms, keep your points short and concise 

Allow everyone to have a voice

Be mindful of others and respect each other’s opinions (this is a safe space)

Listen to each other and respond – let’s start a discussion

Enjoy and connect!

‘Groundrules’

#UKHUNMeeting



#UKHUNMeeting

Event Hashtag



Qualitative Feedback (Padlet)

Scan with your Mobile Phone 
Camera to submit qualitative 

feedback through the event Padlet

https://coventryunionline.padlet.org/JessBishop/ekemyl3h3xmd1a3b

#UKHUNMeeting

https://checkpoint.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=https%3A//coventryunionline.padlet.org/JessBishop/ekemyl3h3xmd1a3b&g=MzZjNjEzMDU5Y2RkMmY1Yg==&h=NzMwNzMwYjU4NGU4MDU2YWU0YWE2MjM0ZTJkNTZmMDFkMWM0NmRkOTc1ZjIwNWNiODM5NTBiMDZhNjNlYjJiMA==&p=Y3AxZTp1Y2xhbmxpdmU6Y2hlY2twb2ludDpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjAxZmJlMjA5OGQ4NDdkZTEyMTZkMzdjMjY5M2NhNzE3OnYx


A Whole-University 
Approach to Mental 
Health in Covid19
Leigh Spanner, Sector Improvement Lead
Student Minds
@StudentMindsOrg



Today

• Intro to Student Minds
• The impact of Covid19 on student and staff mental health
• Our response to Covid19
• A whole-organisation approach to Covid19
• Planning ahead



Student Minds

The UK’s Student Mental 
Health Charity

• Peer support
• Student-led campaign 

groups
• Staff training
• Developing students’ 

unions, universities and 
accommodation providers

• Research & policy



Impact of Covid19 on student mental 
health



What we know
• Emotional responses of stress and fear in the face of a pandemic are normal.

• Students were more likely than the general population to feel anxious and worried, unable to cope and experience self-
harm in the early lockdown period. Students have been more likely to experience suicidal thoughts, which has 
continued up until August 2020. (1)

• Young people have been more likely to feel helpless and their ability to cope has continued to decline up until recently. 
(1)

• Both young people and students have cited feelings of loneliness and isolation (2, 3, 4, 5)

• Students feel the pandemic and online learning has had a negative impact on their ability to perform and engage 
academically. (3, 6).

• Students have struggled to access or engage with support at university whilst being at home. (3, 4).

• Many students and young adults have experienced increased anxiety about their future. This includes concerns about 
their ability to be successful at university, the future of the university sector and their long term employment prospects 
and finances. (3, 6)

• Many university staff are worried about increased workload and job security. (7, 8)



What we know
The actions of universities seem to have an impact on mental health and wellbeing



What we know

The impact of Covid-19 is being felt differently across the university community:

• Low-income/ low SES (1, 3)

• Female (1)

• Those with pre-existing mental health conditions (2)

• Living with children (2)

• Carers

• Care leavers and estranged students (6)

• Students with disabilities

• International students

• Placement students

• Year abroad students

• PGR/ ECRs (5)

• Staff and students in clinical practice (4)

• BAME communities

• Those experiencing domestic violence, 

abuse and race-related hate crime



Student Space



Student Space is here 

for students through 

coronavirus and is 

available to all higher 

education students 

across England and 

Wales.



Students have been faced 
with unique challenges to 
university life during the 
coronavirus pandemic.

Student Space is a trusted 
place to:
➔access confidential support 
via text, phone, email and 
webchat
➔explore online resources 
➔find help available at uni



Phone support Webchat support

Text support Email support

• Call us FREE on 0808 189 5260

• Access a dedicated freephone number which is open from 
4pm to 11pm, offering listening support, information and 
onward signposting for students.

• studentspace.org.uk/support-services/phone-support

• To start a conversation, text ‘STUDENT’ to 85258

• Get 24/7 support from a trained volunteer. It’s free, 
confidential and anonymous. Whether you’re experiencing 
suicidal thoughts, depression, anxiety, loneliness or 
relationship issues, we’re here to listen and support you.

• studentspace.org.uk/support-services/text-support

• Email us at students@themix.org.uk

• Get support from a trained supporter. Whatever is causing 
you concern, we’re here to listen. Whether it’s your mental 
health, your studies, worries about money or relationships, 
we can support you and help you move forward.

• studentspace.org.uk/support-services/email-support

• Visit our website to access the webchat

• Access the webchat from 4pm to 11pm every day to talk to 
a trained supporter who will listen and help you talk 
through any issues you are experiencing. 

• studentspace.org.uk/support-services/webchat-support



A whole-university approach



Planning for a Sustainable Future

• Outlines how universities can make mental health 
a university-wide priority in the context of Covid-
19. 



Learn

Supporting new and continuing students to 

transition into a new learning environment, 

address gaps and engage in meaningful 

learning.

#UniMentalHealthCharter



Learn

• Trained academic guidance tutors to have a 

series of one-to-one phone calls with 

structured advice to support progression-

Roehampton

• Providing access to laptops, dongles and 

other digital resources

• Online academic and digital skills workshops

• Clear, timely, compassionate communication 

and flexibility around assessments and 

grading

#UniMentalHealthCharter



Support

Ensure support services are safe, effective, 

accessible to all, appropriately resourced, 

relevant to local context and well-governed.

#UniMentalHealthCharter



Support

• Adapting modes of delivery to be more 

accessible/ flexible: email, video and phone, 

text chat, drop-ins.

• Increased spending on mental health

• Support for supporters- Middlesex

• Psychoeducational and self-help materials

• Workshops and podcasts

#UniMentalHealthCharter



Work

Ensuring staff can support themselves and 

students to transition into and thrive within a 

new learning environment.

#UniMentalHealthCharter



Work

• Staff wellbeing forums

• Additional working flexibility

• Online professional development

• Online wellbeing interventions

#UniMentalHealthCharter



Live

Actively promoting social integration, 

community-building and a sense of 

belonging. 

Supporting students in accommodation.

#UniMentalHealthCharter



Live
• Online programmes of events - Stirling “Be 

Connected” & SOAS “Virtual SU”

• Covid safe outdoor events

• Buddy/peer mentoring

• Time to socialise within tutorials/ lectures

• Letters to private landlords and template 

letters for students

• Daily check-ins

• Provision of essentials

• Hardship funding

• Choice to move to campus or not in Term 1

#UniMentalHealthCharter



Enabling 
Themes

Coproduction with staff and students.

Ensuring decisions are inclusive.

#UniMentalHealthCharter



Enabling 
Themes

• Targeted personal support, information, 

advice and guidance

• Online student networks for groups 

#UniMentalHealthCharter



Key challenges for the future



Recommendations

• Mental health and wellbeing considerations must be accounted for at every stage of 
the decision-making process. 

• Students and staff should be meaningfully included in decisions about the health and 
wellbeing of our university communities.

• Continue to take a whole-university approach.



Self-care

• It’s a marathon, not a sprint

• Role modelling of self care

• Asking for help

• Guidance from Health organisations

Mental Health Foundation

The King’s Fund

Centre for Mental Health

https://www.mentalhealth.org.uk/publications/looking-after-your-mental-health-during-coronavirus-outbreak/while-working
https://www.kingsfund.org.uk/projects/leading-through-covid-19
https://www.centreformentalhealth.org.uk/blog/keeping-safe-leadership-age-covid19
http://www.mentalhealthchallenge.org.uk/keeping-others-safe-leadership-age-covid19/


Thank you
Leigh Spanner

Find us online:
ww.studentminds.org.uk
@StudentMindsOrg
www.studentminds.org.uk

http://www.studentminds.org.uk/


Case Study: Healthy 
UCD Outdoor 

Fitness Classes
Theme 1: Wellbeing on Campus During 

Lockdown

UK Healthy Universities Network Online 
Meeting, 11th November 2020

Maria Heffernan, Healthy UCD



Background

• University College Dublin (UCD) located in South Dublin with a 
main 133-hectare campus

• Approximately 33,000 students and 4000 staff

• Healthy UCD have run a staff physical activity programme each 
semester since autumn 2018.

• Demand for physical activity for staff to resume as soon as 
possible once safe. 

• A programme of outdoor fitness classes was planned to 
commence in June once some restrictions were lifted.



Aims of the Outdoor Fitness Classes

• Recreate as much as possible Healthy 
UCD’s spring programme of physical 
activity for staff which had to be cut 
short due to Covid-19 restrictions.

• Provision of fitness facilities for staff 
in a safe, socially distanced manner.

• Continuation of activities of Healthy 
UCD as much as possible.



Healthy UCD Outdoor 
Fitness Classes

• Every Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday from 8th June-9th July

• Held in UCD Bowl

• Area was marked out to ensure social distancing

• 15 places available on each class, held at 1:30pm and 4:30pm each 
day

• Staff members wishing to attend first registered for the 
programme, then could book a place on their preferred class from 
9am on the day via an online booking system



Healthy UCD Outdoor Fitness Classes

• Classes were led by an instructor 
from UCD Sport & Fitness.

• Participants were asked to arrive in 
their exercise gear – changing 
facilities not available.

• Healthy UCD email monitored 
regularly to assist in any problems 
with bookings

• Prompt communication with 
participants by email in rare cases 
where a class had to be cancelled at 
short notice



Evaluation
• Feedback form circulated in final week – response rate 35%

Among those who did not attend classes, lack of time/heavy workload 
was the main reason given

Almost all who attended classes felt the content was sufficiently 
challenging (96.3%)

The majority (85.2%) of participants felt that the classes were 
beneficial for their mental wellbeing

• Attendance monitored - a strong core group attended classes 
and only one had to be cancelled due to low bookings.



Key Learning Points

• Survey recently circulated to staff to assess what they would like
to see this year; we will aim to deliver on this virtually.

• Live online yoga classes commencing this week – yoga scored
highly in survey

Anticipated greater 
flexibility to attend classes 
when working from home 

– did not materialise!

Staff members saw classes 
as a way to reconnect 

with each other

Regular communication 
with participants was vital 
for smooth running of the 

programme

Future Plans



Thank you!

Follow us @healthyucd
Happy to take questions at 
healthyucd@ucd.ie



Dr Jane Osmond

Wellbeing on campus 
during lockdown



Lockdown March 16th

Developed and launched Connections Matter

To support staff and students during the lockdown period:

• curation of existing and new health and wellbeing resources hosted on staff and student 
portals

• emailed to staff and students every week 

• now embedded within the University process 

• over four hundred resources have been shared to date under the 5 pillars of activity.

Connections Matter



Connections Matter

1. Mental Health and Wellbeing
2. Physical Health and Wellbeing
3. Spirituality and Faith
4. Community and Culture
5. Public Health



Some stats

45

36

19

Both Staff Students

Total number of resources %
n=433

20
18

17

11
10

7
6

4 4

1 0.5 0.3

Resources by category %

Evaluation
Interaction figures

Spot Surveys

Dashboard development



The Connections Matter action 
group meets every Monday 
afternoon to discuss what should 
feature in the weekly Connections 
Matter message. 

As well as the’ business as usual’ 
pillars, we will respond to the 
needs of the students and staff in 
response to the ever changing 
lockdown/social distance rules

Organisation



Resources

Resources

Staff Time Pro-Vice-Chancellor Faculty of Health and Life Sciences 

Assistant Professor, Health and Wellbeing

Subject Expert: Assistant Professor, Public Health

Subject Expert: Corporate Social Responsibility Manager

Subject Expert: Head of Sport

Subject Expert: Lead for Mental Health 

Subject Expert: Muslim Chaplain

Associate Professor, Curriculum Change 

Business Process Management Specialist

Corporate Communications Officer

Deputy Head of School, Health and Life Sciences

Doctoral College Administrative Support Manager

International Student Advisor

Mental Health co-ordinator

Organisation Development Manager

SU Vice President Welfare and Community 

SU Wellbeing and Inclusion Manager

Welfare & Disability Support Manager



‘Healthy Universities work is linked to universities’ core business and seen as a mechanism for 
delivering against strategic objectives in areas such as student recruitment, retention, 
experience and achievement; widening participation; staff performance and organisational 
productivity; and teaching, learning and research.’

https://healthyuniversities.ac.uk/guidance_packages/leading-and-developing-the-whole-system-healthy-universities-approach/

Connections Matter is now part of a wider health and wellbeing strategy that has been 
developed for the whole group under the following pillars.  Connections Matter sits under 
Prevention and Support.

• Strategic leadership 
• Prevention and support 
• Partnerships 
• Data, Intelligence and Research 

Whole Systems Approach

https://healthyuniversities.ac.uk/guidance_packages/leading-and-developing-the-whole-system-healthy-universities-approach/


• Important to identify key members of staff who could contribute 

• Have senior management buy-in

• Messages to be short and sweet

• Resources and activities to be brief, clear and useful

• Organisation is key to success

• That far more people than anticipated have a passion for health and wellbeing!

Key Learning points



Thank you.



Love Your Lunchtime 
Kara Holloway, Student Mental Health 
Project Coordinator

Healthy University Network Meeting, 
November 20



Overview of Start to Success

A regional partnership led by Keele & 
Staffordshire University has been 
awarded £750,000 from the Office 
for Students (OfS) to develop an 

integrated community approach to 
mental health and wellbeing for 
students in further and higher 

education, in collaboration with 
Staffordshire University, as part of a 

£2.2 million project.



Aims 

Staff reporting low levels of 
wellbeing during lockdown, felt 
disconnected from teams and 
the university.

• Encourage staff to take a 
break from work

• Encourage staff to connect 
with each other 

• Share ways to keep well 
during lockdown



Love Your Lunchtime

Created a MS Team 
that any member of 
staff could join and 
each Wednesday 
lunchtime a new 
activity or challenge 
was posted by the LYL 
team for staff to 
participate in



Examples of Activities

• Language taster sessions

• Live yoga sessions

• Mindfulness breaks

• Creative writing workshops

• Sharing wellbeing tips 
which were compiled and 
shared with all staff at the 
university



Examples of Challenges

• Quizzes

• Cookery 
competitions –
share your best 
bakes

• Step challenges





Evaluation
Regular polls on the group to evaluate 
the initiative

The initiative is now in week 20 and 
is consistently asked to continue. 
There are 190 members of staff in 
the group. There are approximately 
50 active members who engage 
with the posts and comment/share 
their own ideas.



Thank you!

Kara Holloway, Student Mental Health Project Coordinator

k.v.holloway@keele.ac.uk

Find out more about Start to Success:

W: www.starttosuccess.co.uk

E: Info.starttosuccess@keele.ac.uk

Follow us on Twitter: @Starttosuccess1



Working and studying 
from home

Kanika Barua

Welfare & Disability Adviser, CU London



CU London

• CU London opened in 2017- a subsidiary of 
Coventry University

• 2 London campuses – Dagenham & Greenwich

• Widening participation university, 6 intake model

• LBBD one of the poorest boroughs in London

• Low uptake to HE

• Average student age 31



Wellbeing Services

Antonia Jacobson 

Counsellor MBACP (Accred.)

Kanika Barua

Welfare & Disability Adviser

Welfare & Disability 

Advice Counselling



Wellbeing Services

Pregnancy
Mental 

Health 

Declaration

Learning 

Difficulties

Mental 

Health 

Conditions 

Emotional 

Difficulties
Coping 

Strategies

Practical Support Therapeutic Support

Antonia Jacobson 

Counsellor

Kanika Barua

Welfare & Disability Adviser



Context

For many students, and particularly those who suffer 
from anxiety or depression or other conditions, the 
Covid-19 pandemic made an already challenging 
time in their studies even harder.  The Wellbeing 
Team were equipped to tackle this situation.



Adapting our service

We changed how we delivered our service from a 
predominantly face to face, pre-booked appointment 
interaction to a virtual one, almost overnight.



Communication

This was accomplished by 
posting messages on Moodle 
and CU London social media to 
let our students know we 
were there if they needed and 
how to contact us. Microsoft 
Teams has made 
communicating with staff 
quick so we are able resolve 
student queries easily



Activity

Identified most vulnerable students through 
database

Contacted by telephone or email

Reached out to over 200 students in two week 
period end March/start April

Many expressed relief at being contacted



Types of concerns

Self-isolation

Bereavement support

Counselling

Finance

Extensions

Academic

Laptop loans



Reflection

Dealt with more queries than would normally receive 
at that point in the year.

Learnt to be adaptable in our service – 30 minutes 
telephone or video call appointments proved more 
accessible for students





Returning to 
campus

A case study presentation

Fathima Ashraff-Ali – Mental Health Lead
Blair Sweeney – Mental Health Support Worker



Our response to the impact of COVID-19

• We recognized the direct impact on students and staff's mental health due 
to the national lockdown and COVID-19.

• We gathered essential information from students and staff to inform how 
the service delivery will function in the new academic year. 

• We launched several new and improved measures which has improved 
accessibility for mental health for students and staff. 

• We developed various online resources for students and staff, to help them 
access support for their mental health and well-being.



1) We re-designed our staff and student hubs which staff and students 
log onto on a daily basis. Information about the college mental health 

service including issues we can support with, how to access support and 
other forms of support.



2) We designed a PowerPoint presentation on the relationship 
between Covid-19, Mental Health and Well-being which was shared 
with all students and staff during induction week. The presentation 
included contact details for internal and external services, tips on 

looking after your well-being, information regarding mental health apps 
etc.



3) We launched the college’s online 
mental health assessment toolkit -

Kaleidoscope. It is a free online mental 
health support tool providing 
personalized information to 

support mental health and well-being. 
There are a series of 28 questions which 
once answered will create a report that 

provides information relevant to the 
ratings made on each of the questions. 

It can be used to find self-care, local 
support groups, telephone help lines, 
and services offered through various 

organizations and the NHS.



4) We created a student friendly video ensuring information is 
disseminated to all types of learners including those with additional 

learning needs. The video reiterates mental health support available at 
college and university.



5) We developed two student tutorials which are accessible on 
our online student learn zone, named Moodle. The first of these is a 

Guide to Surviving Stress in College and the second is a tutorial on 
Transitions which focuses on the transition to college and university 

and the various difficulties that students might face. It promotes taking 
responsibility for your own well-being whilst emphasizing how college 

can help with this transition.



6) We designed a 
handy leaflet on 

the relationship between 
Covid-19, Mental Health and 

Well-being which 
was uploaded to the Student 

and Staff Hubs. The leaflet 
focused on tips and tricks to 

look after your well-being 
during the pandemic. Hard 
copies of the leaflet were 
discouraged to limit the 

spread of the virus.



7) We encouraged staff to re-visit the college’s existing guidelines and 
policies. We have documentation on Guidelines for Staff working with 

Students who have Mental Health difficulties as well as Student Mental 
Health Policies and Procedures.



8) We also encouraged staff and students to approach the 
college's mental health champions who are trained in mental health 
first aid who offer advice, information and guidance to students and 

staff.



9) We reconfigured the triage process for all mental health referrals 
which has led to increased efficiency of support for our students and 

staff.



Key learnings points that have been actualized 
as a result of returning to campus 

• 1) The college mental health service has proven the ability to mobilise support 
quickly, to ensure the same high standard of support is upheld in the event that 
the government enforces college closure leading to remote support only. 

• 2) The college mental health service has gone completely paperless, whereby all 
data pertaining to student referrals and therapeutic appointments are saved to a 
secure online database ensuring that we are better prepared in the event that 
the service will need to be mobilised in case of another lockdown. 

• 3) The college mental health service has proven an ability to engage with 
students in new ways, to be able to comply with social distancing regulations and 
provide high standards of support to students who are partaking in remote 
learning.



Thank you



Where opportunity creates success

Returning to Campus

Actions, challenges and achievements 
for staff and students returning to 
Campus in September 2020 Charlotte Smith

csmith33@uclan.ac.uk 

School of Community Health and Wellbeing

Faculty of Health and Care



Practical actions

• Ventilation.

• One-way systems. 

• Hand sanitizing units. 

• Surface wipes for classrooms.

• Face coverings for students and staff.

• Reduced numbers in rooms.

• Priority rooming for International and 1st year 
students.

• Flexible refectory hours; evening/weekend 
provision of free food/drinks for students & staff.

• On-site touch-free temperature testing.

• Online COVID-19 reporting for students & staff.

• On-campus testing implemented.



Initiatives

• Blended learning approach.

• Individual self-evaluation risk assessments

• Community Responsibility Agreement for 
students, with ‘thank you’ pizza deliveries.

• Mandatory online COVID-19 training for all staff 
before returning to campus.

• Increased mental health support for staff & 
students.

• Online wellbeing & academic advisor services.

• Regular ‘pulse’ survey on staff health and 
wellbeing.

• Network of Safety Champions – student 
volunteers present on Campus to signpost and 
provide information.

• Stop Press: Working with NHS to set up one of 
only 11 COVID-19 saliva-testing centres, that can 
produce results within 30 minutes.



Challenges

• “The Student Experience”

• Increased demand for staff wellbeing services due to staff 
anxiety related to Campus return.

• Students unable to travel between home and Campus.

• More workload pressure on staff due to online delivery. 

• Continuously changing and often unclear government 
guidance.

• Potential for student experience and engagement with 
wider community to decline with national lockdown.



Achievements

• UCLan has stayed in ‘Tier 1’ – lowest tier of restrictions, 
despite being within a ‘Tier 3’ area.

• Two thirds of students report a positive experience.

• Flexible delivery of teaching and assessments.

• Maintained student numbers for 2020/2021.

• Increased provision of wellbeing services to support staff 
returning to Campus – “Worried about Covid?” sessions

• Establishment of Long COVID-19 peer support group.

• Regularly updated FAQ site.

• Consistent communication from Vice Chancellors Group.

• Establishment of ‘one-stop’ Student News site & call centre.

• Free flu vaccinations. 



Thank you for listening to some of 
the actions, initiatives, challenges 
and achievements we have 
experienced on returning to our 
UCLan campus.  

We are looking forward to hearing 
your experiences and sharing ideas 
to improve and sustain a healthy 
community for our students, staff 
and visitors. 

Please stay safe and well!
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COVID Containers and the 

Whole System

Capsules, Pods and Student Cells  

Doug Parkin
Principal Adviser (L&M)

@LEAD_Doug

1

2
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• The language of isolation and containment

• Engagement – the optimal student experience, 
surrounding learning

• Leadership

• What now, and what next?

Shape of the session
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Well, what can we say?

Disastrous

Exceptional

Extraordinary
Unprecedented

Unparalleled

Singular

Unique

Tragic

Terrible
Unintended 

consequence

Opportunities in 
adversity

6

COVID: a language of its own

Coronadose

Covidiot

Furlorn hope

Elbow bumpers

The elephant in 
the Zoom

Coronageddon

Coronacoaster

Infodemic

Quarantini

quaranteams

Social distance
Self-isolate

R numberSpike protein
Furlough

Lockdown

5
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From VUCA to BANI

• Volatile

• Uncertain

• Complex

• Ambiguous 

‘VUCA’ appeared in the 
work of the US Army War 
College in the late 1980s

• Brittle 

• Anxious

• Nonlinear

• Incomprehensible

Facing the Age of Chaos,
Jamais Cascio (April 2020).
An intentional parallel

A framework to articulate the increasingly commonplace 
situations in which simple volatility or complexity are insufficient 

lenses through which to understand what’s taking place

7
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2020 – HE, but not as we know it

“A mindset shift is needed, as we will be dealing with 
students who have been under enormous 

psychological pressure resulting from having to stay at 
home for a prolonged period of time and the ever-

present fear of contracting the virus”

“The move to home working (for staff), changes to 
work practices, routines and timelines alongside wider 
societal and familial circumstances and concerns have 

negatively affected the well-being of many”

We need to develop sustainable resilience 

Advance HE, Creating Socially Distanced Campuses and 
Education Project, Final Capstone Report, July 2020

9
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Wellbeing
• Primary consideration – health, safety and wellbeing

• The COVID-19 pandemic has significantly magnified a range of 
health, social and educational inequalities

• Expectations – mind the gap!

• Profound perturbation in the system (whole system approach?)

• Integrated solutions will be essential – baked in not bolted on

• Isolation and exclusion – mental health challenges

• Self-care will be important for staff if they are to remain resilient 
and have the capacity to support students/others

• Stress and uncertainty are part of the ‘next’ normal

• It is OK not to be OK

• The psychology of belonging (actual, virtual or blended)

• There should be no such thing as ‘remote’ learning or leadership

• Leadership to develop (co-create) a vision of a ‘connected campus’

12

Magnify Amplify

Inequalities 

Injustices

Impact: 

• Good practices

• Poor practices

11
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Social/spatial/physical distancing

1616

The language of

isolation and containment

15

16
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The importance of words and 
their meaning

Guildenstern: 
“Words, Words. They’re all we have to go on”
(Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead, Tom Stoppard, 1966)

The meaning of a word is its use

“For a large class of cases of the employment of the 
word ‘meaning’—though not for all—this word can 
be explained in this way: the meaning of a word is its 
use in the language”

Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations (Posth. 1953)

17
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A storm of headlines

• More like dropping off an inmate than saying farewell and 
good luck to a much loved son (me)

• We may have socially-distanced teaching, but we haven’t 
socially distanced students

• It is going to be a long, hard winter… 

• Student mental health is at an all-time low

• England campus lockdowns creating ‘perfect storm’ for 
stressed students 

• Heavy handed security guards

• Stern enforcement emails

20

The language of isolation

Cells

Bubbles
Pods

Seed
bed

Dedensified

Confine

Contain

Lockdown

Quarantine

Self-
isolate

Circle

Test and 
release

Basic 
care 

package

Remote

19
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The language of expectations

Friends

Freedom
Escape

Break
out

Circulate

Connect

Network

Interact

Independence

Spread 
wings

Autonomy

Social 
development

Make 
own 

choices

Discovery

Fun

22

Zoombies

21
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Capsule environments

A confined and isolated environment, with external 
conditions that may be harmful or dangerous

• Social 
isolation

• Confinement
• Sensory 

restrictions
• Routine 

without 
variety

• Noise
• Co-location 

of facilities
• Movement
• Storage
• Light
• Selection & 

Pre-training

Third-quarter syndrome

24

The Capsule Environment

Socially isolated people are less able to deal with stressful situations

23
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Humans (as well as other 
mammals) are social creatures

• We thrive on social interactions

• Interactions that take place in the virtual world 
have a different impact on our brains than those 
that happen in the real world 

Ravassard et al.; Small & Voran.
Cited by Professor Jennifer Jordan, 
May 2020

26

Actions can speak louder than words

Intended and unintended consequences

25
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The greedy university?

• Perception is 90% of reality
• Backdrop of a growing VFM, consumer mentality
• Managing expectations and countering perceptions
• Not working to a deficit model
• Comparisons are odious
• Being part of a unique story – a piece of history
• We are in this together!
• Eye on the prize (the goals of HE remain the same)
• Headlines can be unforgiving

They may be stoic, but they won’t forget
(Times, 6 October 2020)

28

Watch your thoughts, they become words;

Watch your words, they become actions;

Watch your actions, they become habits;

Watch your habits, they become character;

Watch your character, for it becomes your destiny

Lao Tzu

From thoughts, via words to destiny

27
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Engagement – the optimal student 

experience, surrounding learning

30

Well-being theory 

“Well-being is a construct; and well-being, not 
happiness, is the topic of positive psychology.  
Well-being has five measurable elements (PERMA) 
that count towards it:

• P ositive emotion (of which happiness and life 
satisfaction are all aspects)

• E ngagement

• R elationships

• M eaning

• A chievement”

(Martin Seligman, Flourish, 2011)

29
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Why be a student? 
• “I came to learn more about a subject I enjoyed at school”

• “I came for the quality of teaching”

• “I came to test my abilities and knowledge”

• “I came to develop my skills”

• “I came so that I could get a good, well paid job”

• “I came to fulfil my family’s expectations”

• “I came for the social opportunity and to build a network”

• “I came to explore new opportunities, activities and hobbies”

• “I came so I could move away from home”

• “I came because I wanted to have fun”

• “I came to figure out who I am”

• I came to get value for money

• I came to get a campus experience…

31

32
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N = 1

• What do you think of your course so far?

• It is impossible to tell… 

34

What do students need?
Optimal experience, surrounding learning

Motivation Relationships

Environment Resources

(D Parkin, Leading Learning and Teaching 
in Higher Education – Routledge, 2017)

33
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Students and their experience

Motivation Relationships

Environment Resources

Tutors
Fellow students

Materials

Rich

Timely

ClearAccessible

Physical

Psychological

Intrinsic

Extrinsic

Competitive Social

Flexible

Place

(D Parkin, Leading Learning and Teaching 
in Higher Education – Routledge, 2017)

36

Maslow and Bloom

Based on Abraham Maslow’s hierarchy of 
needs, Motivation and Personality, 1954 

Based on Benjamin Bloom’s Taxonomy of 
Educational Objectives (cognitive domain), 1956

Students have to Maslow before they can Bloom

35
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Student voices

38

Dr James Comer, 1995

After Carl Rogers, 1983

37
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A conducive environment

Get back to your goddamn cubicle
and start thinking outside the box!

40

The Capsule Environment

Socially isolated people are less able to deal with stressful situations

39
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Students and their experience

Motivation Relationships

Environment Resources

Tutors
Fellow students

Materials

Rich

Timely

ClearAccessible

Physical

Psychological

Intrinsic

Extrinsic

Competitive Social

Flexible

Place

(D Parkin, Leading Learning and Teaching 
in Higher Education – Routledge, 2017)

Efficacy Humanity

SeamlessnessExpectations

42

It’s more than a feeling!

• Ultimately engagement is a feeling

• But it’s more than a feeling, because of what it 
releases –

• Potential

• Personality

• Performance

And what could be more important than that?

41
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How does it feel to be a student?
• What am I doing here?  I feel lonely…

• Why did they bring me here, when I could study like this anywhere?

• Everything that excited me about university has gone

• Rock and a hard place – education or restricted job market?

• Does anyone know my name?

• Is this course right for me? Am I right for this course?

• How am I doing? Do I have what it takes? Will I succeed?

• I am used to social digital, not learning digital

• I was excited by independence, not isolation

• How can I be ‘vigilant’ when I feel no benefit?

• Have I been misled? How can this be value for money?

These are terribly difficult times, but the staff have shown that they care, they have 

supported me as an individual, they are dedicated to what they are doing, the other students 

are great, and we will get through this together. Being at university still really matters

4444

Leadership

43
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Disconnection

• Disruption of work patterns and activities

• Displacement of teams and departments

• Disconnection of colleague relationships

Broken bonds:

• Trust

• Communication

• Decision making

“Trust is the emotional glue that binds followers 
and leaders together” (Bennis and Nanus, 1985)

46

Empathy

The act of coming to experience the world as you think 

someone else does

We have the capacity to think about another person and –

“place ourselves in his situation… and become in some 

measure the same person with him, and thence form some 

idea of his sensations, and even feel something which, 

though weaker in degree, is not altogether unlike them”

Adam Smith (1813 to 1893), 

a philosopher of the Scottish Enlightenment

45
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Vulnerable self-disclosure

I need to be honest and share with you that this 
has not been a good week for me. I reflected that 
it might be useful to talk through some of the 
ways in which I have struggled

48

Mood over matter
• Emotional leadership is the spark that ignites 

performance

• Leaders’ moods affect the emotions of people 
around them

• Humour hastens the spread of an upbeat climate 
(but only contagious when genuine and congruent 
with events)

• Moods that start from the top tend to move the 
fastest

• Nobody wants to follow a pessimist

Smile and the world smiles with you...  
It’s not so far from the truth

(Goleman, Boyatzis and McKee –

Primal Leadership, 2001)

47
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A different kind of virus –
emotional contagion

• Outlook

• Energy

• Contagion

• Climate

• Potential

• Performance

• Results

• Satisfaction

Or even a ‘multiplier effect’

50

Moody Leaders –
and how not to be one…

• Increase your self-awareness

• Put your best face forward

• Establish a recovery routine

• Review your messages before sending them

• Beware of grumpy silences

• Be predictable

• Strengthen your empathy muscle

Good Practice, Knowledge Bank –
November 2020

49
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In case of emergency, put on your own mask first 
before assisting others

Sustainable resilience –
multiple peaks and troughs

5252

What now, and what next?

51
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Reboot your legacy
• "At the end of the day people won’t 

remember what you said or did, they will 

remember how you made them feel“ (Maya  Angelou)

• Life after the pandemic – a case for a reboot –

what will we remember from this moment in history?

“This is our chance to make a significant reboot to the way 

we live our lives, the way we lead and the way we are as 

people. What will your reboot look like?”

(Samuel Cheong, May 2020)

54

What do students need?
Optimal experience, surrounding learning

Motivation Relationships

Environment Resources

(D Parkin, Leading Learning and Teaching 
in Higher Education – Routledge, 2017)

Efficacy Humanity

SeamlessnessExpectations

53
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5555

Doug Parkin
Principal Adviser (L&M)

@LEAD_Doug

Thank you

Doug Parkin

Principal Adviser for Leadership and Management

Advance HE

@LEAD_Doug
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COVID Containers and the 

Whole System

Capsules, Pods and Student Cells  

Live poll results, 11-11-2020

Doug Parkin
Principal Adviser (L&M)

@LEAD_Doug
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How has remote working been for 
you (select one or two  images)?

Capsule 
environment

Is anybody 
listening?

Enjoying
this!

Super 
productive
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Well-being theory 

“Well-being is a construct; and well-being, not 
happiness, is the topic of positive psychology.  
Well-being has five measurable elements (PERMA) 
that count towards it:

• P ositive emotion (of which happiness and life 
satisfaction are all aspects)

• E ngagement

• R elationships

• M eaning

• A chievement”

(Martin Seligman, Flourish, 2011)
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Which of the following elements of 
well-being currently most concerns you with 
regard to STUDENTS (please rank)?

(Martin Seligman, Flourish, 2011 - PERMA)



Doug Parkin

Principal Adviser for Leadership and Management

Advance HE

@LEAD_Doug
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